Marcinko Has Another Winner!

The Rogue Warrior is invading Germany with a blitzkrieg of bravado. His secret mission: recover a pair of U.S. ADMs -- Atomic Demolition Munitions -- lost in the Rhine Valley. Yet what begins as a simple Seal mission explodes in his face when terrorists visit the cache site. Now the Rogue Warrior and his Seals must take matters into their own hands...with the fate of America at stake.

The Shark man from the Delta is back again with another winner. This time: Option Delta. (Glad to see that he got away from the colorful titles) Ive read every one of his books and have yet to be disappointed in any of them. Reading him is one of those cant wait to pick it up, hate to put it down and sad when your finished book because you end up wanting another story. As usual the book starts out fast and hard and wont let you put it down. Lots of action, intrigue and suspense. And of course Marcinkos hard nose descriptive, saying it the way it really is style that makes his fans love him so. If you love action adventure then Marcinko is a MUST READ. One book is all itll take. All I have to say is I cant wait for his next book.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:

OPTION DELTA: ROGUE WARRIOR (Rogue Warrior Series) by John Weisman - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!